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NON-FICTION BOOKS 

 
002.09 Ox Edited by James Raven The Oxford illustrated history of the book 

In 14 original essays, The Oxford Illustrated History of the Book 
reveals the history of books in all their various forms, from the 
ancient world to the digital present. 
 

025.0425 
Ca 

Carillo, Ellen C. MLA guide to digital literacy 
Offers techniques for assessing the credibility and reliability of 
online sources of information and understanding types of bias, fake 
news, disinformation, bots, and algorithms. 
 

070.18 Wi Wilkman, Jon Screening reality: how documentary filmmakers reimagined 
America 
Even with claims of a new 'post-truth' era, documentary filmmaking 
has experienced a golden age. 
 

070.4 Du Dubbs, Chris An unladylike profession: American women war correspondents in 
World War 1 
Chris Dubbs tells the dramatic stories of more than thirty women 
who traveled to Europe to write about World War I for America's 
newspapers and magazines. 
 

133.43 Go Gosden, Chris Magic a history: from alchemy to witchcraft, from the Ice Age to the 
present 
Magic is an original, singular, and sweeping work of scholarship, and 
its revelations will leave a spell on the reader. 
 

305.24 Ca Caldwell, Christopher The age of entitlement: America since the sixties 
Conservative columnist Christopher Caldwell has spent years 
studying the liberal uprising of the 1960s and its unforeseen 
consequences. 
 

305.8 Ba Ball, Edward Life of a Klansman: a family history in white supremacy 
An examination of the history of the author's family and its ties to 
white supremacist movements. 
 

305.8 Re Reynolds, Jason Stamped: racism, antiracism, and you (3 copies) 
Racist ideas are woven into the fabric of this country, and the first 
step to building an antiracist America is acknowledging America's 
racist past and present. 



305.896 Ra Rankine, Claudia Just us: an American conversation 
Just Us is an invitation to discover what it takes to stay in the room 
together, and to breach the silence, guilt and violence that surround 
whiteness. 
 

327.1247 
Ma 

Macintyre, Ben Agent Sonya: Moscow’s most daring wartime spy 
Macintyre tells the story of "Sonya," a woman who influenced the 
course of the Cold War and helped plunge the world into a decades-
long standoff between nuclear superpowers. 
 

363.2 Sc Schroeder, Donald J. Barron’s Police Officer Exam 
This updated manual presents information, practice tests, and 
strategies for the different question types used by police 
departments throughout the country. 
 

363.23 Gr Edited by Alfredo 
Mirandé 

Gringo injustice: insider perspectives on police, gangs, and law 
Gringo Injustice brings history to life, shedding critical light on the 
complex relationship between Latinas and the United States' legal 
and judicial system. 
 

363.232 Si Siljander, Raymond P. Fundamentals of physical surveillance: a guide for uniformed and 
plainclothes personnel 
This unique book offers a complete, cohesive, and expert text on the 
subject of physical surveillance and represents the most current and 
authoritative resource available. 
 

363.254 Ra Ralph, Laurence The torture letters: reckoning with police violence 
Torture is an open secret in Chicago. Nobody in power wants to 
acknowledge this grim reality, but everyone knows it happens--and 
that the torturers are the police. 
 

363.7 Sz Sze, Julie Environmental justice in a moment of danger 
We are living in a precarious environmental and political moment. In 
the US and in the world, environmental injustices have manifested 
across racial and class divides in devastatingly disproportionate 
ways. 
 

363.73 Mi Mitchell, Jon Poisoning the Pacific: the US military’s secret dumping of 
plutonium, chemical weapons, and Agent Orange 
This book reveals the enormous extent of contamination and the 
lengths the Pentagon will go to conceal it. 
 

364.072 Ba Bayens, Gerald J. Criminal justice research methods: theory and practice 
Defining a clear approach to the study of research, the book covers a 
sufficient amount of material to allow first-time research students to 
get comfortable. 



364.152 Th Thompson, Jamie Standoff: race, policing, and a deadly assault that gripped a nation 
Award-winning journalist Jamie Thompson’s gripping account of a 
deadly night in Dallas, told through the eyes of those at the center of 
the events, who offer a nuanced look at race and policing in 
America. 
 

365.6 Mo Montross, Christine Waiting for an echo: the madness of American incarceration 
Galvanized by her work in our nation's jails, psychiatrist Christine 
Montross illuminates the human cost of mass incarceration and 
mental illness. 
 

388.3 To Townsend, Anthony M. Ghost road: beyond the driverless car 
Ghost Road explains where we might be headed together in 
driverless vehicles, and the choices we must make as societies and 
individuals to shape that future. 
 

509.2 Tu Turner, Steven The science of James Smithson: discoveries from the Smithsonian 
founder 
An exploration of the scientific career of James Smithson, who left 
his fortune to establish the Smithsonian Institution. 
 

576.83 Sh Shubin, Neil Some assembly required: decoding four billion years of life, from 
ancient fossils to DNA 
The author of the best-selling Your Inner Fish, now gives us a lively 
and accessible account of the great transformations in the history of 
life, that enable us to further understand whether our presence on 
this planet is an accident or inevitable. 
 

582.16 Tr Trouet, Valerie Tree story: the history of the world written in rings 
This book tells engaging stories about the science of 
dendrochronology, the study of tree growth rings. 
 

623.4 Ol Olson, Steve The apocalypse factory: plutonium and the making of the atomic 
age 
A thrilling narrative of scientific triumph-and the unimaginable, 
world-ending peril it brought us. 
 

741.56973 
Wa 

Watterson, Bill The essential Calvin and Hobbes: a Calvin and Hobbes treasury 
(graphic novel) 
The award-winning cartoonist details the further adventures of 
Calvin, a mischievous young boy with boundless energy and 
imagination, and his lovable stuffed tiger. 
 
 
 
 



796.08996 
Sc 

Schron, Bob Taking a knee, taking a stand: African American athletes and the 
fight for social justice 
A decade-by-decade account of African-American athlete activism 
told through the stories of prominent athletes who fought for racial 
or gender equality, often at the expense of their reputation or their 
ability to practice their sport. 
 

809.304 Sm Smith, Ian Haydn Cult writers: 50 nonconformist novelists you need to know 
Cult Writers handpicks 50 notable figures from the modern world of 
literature and explores how they use language as a form of 
provocation. 
 

811.001 
Wh 

Edited by Joy Harjo When the light of the world was subdued, our songs came through: 
a Norton anthology of Native nations poetry 
United States Poet Laureate Joy Harjo gathers the work of more 
than 160 poets, representing nearly 100 indigenous nations, into the 
first historically comprehensive Native poetry anthology. 
 

813.53 Fa Rollyson, Carl The life of William Faulkner: author 
Volume 1. The past is never dead, 1897-1934 
Volume 2. This alarming paradox, 1935-1962 
 

813.54 Mc Edited by Steven Frye Cormac McCarthy in context 
McCarthy's works manifest a deep and complex engagement with 
the very interests that have compelled him, and though the archives 
and personal correspondence reveal a desire to reach an audience, 
that motive never seemed primary to McCarthy. 
 

828.912 Or Rodden, John Becoming George Orwell: life and letters, legend and legacy 
Is George Orwell the most influential writer who ever lived? Yes, 
according to John Rodden's provocative book about the 
transformation of a man into a myth. 
 

920.009 Le Lebrecht, Norman Genius and anxiety: how Jews changed the world, 1847-1947 
In a hundred-year period, a handful of men and women changed the 
way we see the world. 
 

940.3082 
Du 

Dumenil, Lynn The second line of defense: American women and World War 1 
In tracing the rise of the modern idea of the American “new woman” 
Lynn Dumenil examines World War 1’s surprising impact on women 
and, in turn, women’s impact on the war.  
 
 
 
 
 



940.54 La Landdeck, Katherine 
Sharp 

The women with silver wings: the inspiring true story of the Women 
Airforce Service Pilots of World War II. 
The thrilling true story of the daring female aviators who helped the 
United States win World War II-only to be forgotten by the country 
they served. 
 

943.086 Fr Fritzsche, Peter Hitler’s first hundred days: when Germans embraced the Third 
Reich 
Over just a few months in spring 1933, Germany transformed from a 
deeply divided republic into a one-party Nazi dictatorship. 
 

944.035 Ba Bashor, Will Marie Antoinette’s world: intrigue, infidelity, and adultery in 
Versailles 
Will Bashor reveals the hedonistic atmosphere at Versailles, 
unveiling a fascinating view behind the scenes as we learn the secret 
language of the queen's fan and explore the hidden passageways 
and staircases of endless intrigue at the palace. 
 

973.7 Mc McCurry, Stephanie Women’s war: fighting and surviving the American Civil War 
We think of war as a man’s world, but women have always played 
active roles in times of upheaval and been left to pick up the pieces 
in societies decimated by war. 
 

977.00496 
Ca 

Campney, Brent M. S. Hostile heartland: racism, repression, and resistance in the Midwest 
From Kansas to Ohio, whites orchestrated extraordinary events like 
lynching and riots while engaged in a spectrum of brutal acts made 
all the more horrific by being routine. 
 

978.4 Je Jensen, Toni Carry: a memoir of survival on stolen land 
A powerful, poetic memoir about what it means to exist as an 
indigenous woman in America, told in snapshots of the author's 
encounters with gun violence.  
 

 


